**BATRIK Medical’s Blue Cloud-Nimbus™ Anti-Fatigue Mat** proprietary high-density “energy-return” polyurethane materials will provide unmatched comfort, relief and ergonomic support.

**COMPARE THE BENEFITS AND SEE THE DIFFERENCE**

- Our Energy-Return properties will help reduce leg, foot, lower back discomfort and work-related injuries.
- Feel the difference compared to any other foam or rubber based anti-fatigue mat on the market as our bounce-back memory restores energy.
- Longer lasting support as 3/4” (1.9 cm) proprietary foam blend will not bottom out like most other foam based anti-fatigue mats.
- Eco-Friendly materials are used, so the Blue Cloud-Nimbus™ is not just good for you, but also good for the environment.
- If within 30 days you are not 100% satisfied with the added benefits, contact your dealer for a refund.*

*www.BlueCloudGel.com*
FEATURES INCLUDE

• Anti-Microbial properties blended into the mat to provide added protection.

• Highly Water-Resistant Surface will not absorb water or dirt. (Not commonly found on other typical foam based mats.)

• One piece construction ensures longer useful life.

• Textured design on surface and high-traction base ensures greater safety. (US Standard NFSI 101-C)

• Durable design is ideal for commercial applications, yet still ergonomically & aesthetically pleasing for home or office environments.

• Flammability/Burn resistant per CFR 16 Parts 1630/1631

• Non-Toxic and Latex Free

• Light weight and easy to clean.**

• 5 Year Warranty:***

* Refund applies only to the purchase price, excludes any transport, handling or taxes.

** We recommend using most soap based products. Do not submerge the mat in water.

*** 5 Year Warranty for Non-Industrial usage; 4 Year Warranty for Industrial usage.

NEW PRODUCTS

809-1705  Reusable Anti-Fatigue Mat for our step stool OR-36363 (p.24)†
899-1710  Single-Use Anti-Fatigue Mat for our step stool OR-36363 (p.24)†

†With adhesive strip to secure it in place.